Outreach: Family Resilience Festival

Staff from the Northeast Region participated in the St. Augustine Resilience Family Festival at the Soloman Calhoun Community Center in West Augustine. Over 90 participants stopped by to learn about archaeology at Kingsley Plantation, including our Project Archaeology: Investigating a Tabby Slave Cabin curriculum and 3d printed artifacts from the site. The City of St. Augustine Archaeology Program and Flagler College Anthropology also partnered to share information about archaeological sites that are informing about local African-American heritage including Lincolnville and Fort Mose.

Summer Brown chats with Resilience Family Fest attendees about archaeology at Kingsley Plantation.

Training Opportunity: ArchaeoBoot Camp

Emily Jane Murray and Summer Brown assisted the Southeast Regional center with their annual ArchaeoBoot Camp at the Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse Outstanding Natural Area. Staff brought
technology to demonstrate to the students including photogrammetry, terrestrial laser scanning and shoreline mapping with a GNSS receiver, in addition to helping with excavation activities. The 14 students in attendance were from all over the state representing Florida Atlantic University, the University of Central Florida, and the University of Florida. One UCF student even came out to volunteer with work in Ponte Vedra Beach the next week!

Summer Brown demonstrates shoreline mapping with ArchaeoBoot Camps students at the Jupiter Inlet Lighthouse.

FPAN in the Media:

- “Slipping Seaside: Preserving Florida’s Past By Mapping Erosion with GNSS,” EOS-GNSS